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SERVING UP HOPE, ESPECIALLY DURING TRYING TIMES



 what?
This year, Brewer’s Ball has been reimagined! Instead of gathering for one night with 1,500+ people, which we hope to

do again soon, we will be extending the celebration safely through the NEW Brewer’s Ball Beer Trail! Whether you prefer

to pick up some brews and enjoy at home, or dine and indulge with our vendors, Brewer’s Ball Beer Trail goers can

experience all the beer that the DMV has to offer throughout the warm summer months. Brewer’s Ball has earned its

reputation as the best nonprofit craft beverage event of the year, and it’s ready to conform to our new world. 

 

Why?
For too long, cystic fibrosis, a rare, genetic disease has robbed people of tomorrows – progressively limiting their ability

to breathe and tragically shortening life. We have come a long way, but we are not done yet. Although we have exciting

new scientific breakthroughs and treatments for up to 90% of our population, what about the remaining 10%? We not

only need treatments, but a cure for everyone.  You can be a part of the cure.

 

The mission of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation is to cure cystic fibrosis and to provide all people with CF the opportunity

to lead long, fulfilling lives by funding research and drug development, partnering with the CF community, and

advancing high-quality, specialized care. In all that we do, we are committed to fulfilling this mission.

When?
June 1- September 30, 2021

Where? 
The entire DMV area!



Event listed as The Brewer’s Ball Beer Trail Served Up by (Your Company)

50 Brewer's Ball Beer Trail passport booklets to include VIP insert

Company logo and/or name on all print materials and website     

Full-page acknowledgement to be printed in passport booklet in prime spot

8 spots at virtual beer dinner with Guinness Baltimore

Company logo and/or name on all lawn signs at trail stops

Company logo and/or name on mission card

Event listed as The Brewer’s Ball Beer Trail Presented by (Your Company)

35 Brewer's Ball Beer Trail passport booklets to include VIP insert

Company logo and/or name on all print materials and website     

Full-page acknowledgement to be printed in passport booklet

4 spots at virtual beer dinner with Guinness Baltimore

Company logo and/or name on all lawn signs at trail stops

Company logo and/or name on mission card

2021 SPONSORSHIP INFORMATION

‘SERVED UP’ SPONSOR 

$30,000 ($28,210 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—1 AVAILABLE

PRESENTING SPONSOR 

$20,000 ($18,930 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—2 AVAILABLE

Beer Trail Sponsor: Company logo and/or name prominently on all lawn signs at trail stops

VIP Sponsor: Company logo and/or name prominently on VIP inserts

25 Brewer's Ball Beer Trail passport booklets to include VIP insert

2 spots at virtual beer dinner with Guinness Baltimore

Company logo and/or name on all print materials and website     

Full-page acknowledgement to be printed in passport booklet

BEER TRAIL STOP SPONSOR OR VIP SPONSOR

$15,000 ($14,115 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—1 AVAILABLE OF EACH

Despite

tremendous

progress, our story

will not be finished

until we have

achieved

normal life spans

and have a cure for 

100%
of people with CF.

SPONSORSHIP FOR THE BREWER’S BALL BEER TRAIL SUPPORTS 
THE MISSION OF THE CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION



15 Brewer's Ball Beer Trail passport booklets

Company logo and/or name on website and listed in passport booklet    

Full-page acknowledgement to be printed in passport booklet

10 Brewer's Ball Beer Trail passport booklets

Company logo and/or name on website and listed in passport booklet    

Full-page acknowledgement to be printed in passport booklet

4 Brewer's Ball Beer Trail passport booklets

Company logo and/or name on website and listed in passport booklet    

8 Brewer's Ball Beer Trail passport booklets

Company logo and/or name on website and listed in passport booklet    

Company logo and/or name prominently on mission card

20 Brewer's Ball Beer Trail passport booklets

Company logo and/or name on all print materials and website     

Full-page acknowledgement to be printed in passport booklet I join the CF
Foundation in
their fight so

more lives are not
lost to the disease

that took my
sister . We will not
stop until we have
a cure for all!

-Dave Ehrlich, Brewer's Ball Chair

EXTRA HOPPY SPONSOR 

$7,500 ($7,050 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

HOPS SPONSOR 

$5,000 ($4,700 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

DOUBLE IPA SPONSOR 

$4,000 ($3,760 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

IPA SPONSOR 

$3,000 ($2,880 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

MISSION SPONSOR 

$10,000 ($9,400 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—1 AVAILABLE

TO PURCHASE ONLINE VISIT EVENTS.CFF.ORG/DCBREWERSBALL
PLEASE NOTE: DUE TO THE NATURE OF THE PRODUCTION PROCESS, ALL SPONSORSHIPS MUST BE CONFIRMED NO LATER THAN MARCH 31, 2021 IN

ORDER TO GUARANTEE INCLUSION ON BRANDED ITEMS, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PASSPORT BOOKLETS, PRINT MATERIALS, SIGNS, ETC.



Contact Information
Individual or Organization (as it should appear in printed materials)

Point of Contact

Address

City State Zip

Individual Authorizing Sponsorship 

Please send an invoice to 

 Sponsorship Reply Card
‘SERVED UP’ SPONSOR $30,000 ($28,210 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—1 AVAILABLE

PRESENTING SPONSOR $20,000 ($18,930 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—2 AVAILABLE

BEER TRAIL STOP SPONSOR $15,000 ($14,115 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—1 AVAILABLE

MISSION SPONSOR $10,000 ($9,400 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—1 AVAILABLE

EXTRA HOPPY SPONSOR $7,500 ($7,050 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

HOPS SPONSOR $5,000 ($4,700 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

DOUBLE IPA SPONSOR $4,000 ($3,760 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

IPA SPONSOR $3,000 ($2,880 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

INDIVIDUAL PASSPORT $75 ($45 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)

METHOD OF PAYMENT. All payments are due to the CF Foundation by May 15, 2021.

I will mail a check payable to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

I will pay online at www.events.cff.org/dcbrewersball*

Email Address

VIP SPONSOR $15,000 ($14,115 TAX-DEDUCTIBLE)—1 AVAILABLE

*For your security, please do not email us your credit card information.

Please send completed form to cdirector@cff.org. Checks may be sent to the address on the last page to the attention of Chelsea Director.



IMPORTANT NOTE ON ATTENDANCE AT FOUNDATION EVENTS:
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, indoor events sponsored by the CF Foundation are strictly prohibited at this time. Scheduled outdoor events must adhere to

the strict requirements to minimize the risk of COVID-19 infection.  Events may be subject to change at any time based on guidance from the centers for disease

control and prevention and local health officials. To reduce the risk of getting and spreading germs at CF Foundation-sponsored events, we ask that everyone

follow basic best practices by regularly cleaning your hands with soap and water or with an alcohol-based hand gel, covering your cough or sneeze with a tissue

or your inner elbow and maintaining a safe 6-foot distance from anyone with a cold or infection. Medical evidence shows that germs may spread among people

with CF through direct and indirect contact as well as through droplets that travel short distances when a person coughs or sneezes. These germs can lead to

worsening symptoms and speed decline in lung function. To further help reduce the risk of cross-infection, the Foundation's attendance policy recommends

inviting only one person with CF to attend the indoor portion of a Foundation-sponsored event at a specific time. For the outdoor portion, the Foundation

recommends that all people with CF maintain a safe 6-foot distance from each other at all times.

The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, has unrestricted financial reserves of about 12 times its budgeted 2021 expenses. These

reserves are a result of the Foundation's successful venture philanthropy model, through which we have raised and invested hundreds of millions of dollars to

help discover and develop breakthrough CF therapies. With this model, we have received and may receive milestone-based payments, equity interests, royalties

on the net sales of therapies, and/or other forms of consideration. These funds and any future revenue from our model are reinvested into the CF Foundation's

mission to cure cystic fibrosis and to provide all people with CF the opportunity to lead long, fulfilling lives. To obtain a copy of our latest Annual Report, visit

https://www.cff.org/About-Us/Reports-and- Financials/, email info@cff.org or call 1-800-FIGHT-CF.

METRO D.C. CHAPTER
4550 MONTGOMERY AVE, SUITE 350N

BETHESDA, MD 20814
301.657.8444

CDIRECTOR@CFF.ORG
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